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Fundamentals of Business Statistics
This text is intended for managers and decision
makers who would like to have a better
understanding of the vast amounts of statistical
information in today's global business and economic
environment.

Statistics for Business and Economics
Give your students a balanced, conceptual
understanding of statistics with a focus on real-world
applications and the integrated strengths of
Microsoft® Excel® 2010. The authoritative leader in
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modern business statistics, this best-selling
comprehensive text carefully discusses and clearly
develops each statistical technique in an application
setting.Microsoft® Excel® 2010 instruction,
integrated in each chapter, plays an integral part in
strengthening this edition's applications orientation.
Immediately after each easy-to-follow presentation of
a statistical procedure, a subsection discusses how to
use Excel® to perform the procedure. This integrated
approach emphasizes the applications of Excel®
while maintaining a primary focus on the statistical
methodology. Step-by-step instructions and screen
captures further clarify student learning.A wealth of
timely business examples, proven methods, and
additional exercises throughout this edition
demonstrate how statistical results provide insights
into business decisions and present solutions to
contemporary business problems. High-quality
problems noted for their unwavering accuracy and the
authors' signature problem-scenario approach clearly
show how to apply statistical methods in practical
business situations. New case problems and self-tests
allow students to challenge their personal
understanding. This edition's comprehensive support
package, including the CengageNOW course
management system, provides everything you and
your students need for an understanding of business
statistics. Williams/Anderson/Sweeney's
CONTEMPORARY BUSINESS STATISTICS, 4e,
International Edition is SIMPLY EXCELLENT!

Essentials of Statistics for Business and
Economics
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This new edition provides a brief introduction to
business statistics that balances a conceptual
understanding of statistics with the real-world
application of statistical methodology. The latest
version of Microsoft Excel is integrated throughout the
text, showing step-by-step instructions and screen
captures to enhance learning. The authors have been
writing market-leading business statistics textbooks
for over 20 years. This new edition contains the same
learning features that have made ASW products bestsellers for years; features such as the problemscenario approach, and real-world examples that
introduce statistical techniques.

Fundamentals of Business Statistics
ESSENTIALS OF MODERN BUSINESS STATISTICS, 5TH
EDITION provides an introduction to business
statistics that blends a conceptual understanding of
statistics with the real-world application of statistical
methodology. Microsoft Excel 2010 is integrated
throughout the text, showing step-by-step instructions
and screen captures to enhance student learning. The
fifth edition contains the same student learning
features that have made ASW products best-sellers
for years, including the problem-scenario approach
and real-world examples that introduce statistical
techniques. A student companion site comes includes:
Case Files, Example Files, Problem Files, Tutorials,
Solvertable, Palisade DecisionTools (StatTools), Excel
Tutorial. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
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Modern Business Statistics with
Microsoft Office Excel (with XLSTAT
Education Edition Printed Access Card)
Modern Business Statistics
Designed for the one-term business statistics course
found in the business and/or economics departments
at 2- and 4-year colleges. Also may be taught as a
service course out of the mathematics department.

Statistics for Business & Economics
The FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS STATISTICS,
International Edition is an introductory statistics book
that emphasizes essential statistical concepts and
their practical business applications. The discussion
and development of each technique are geared
toward real-world applications, with the statistical
results providing insights for decisions and solutions
related to common business problems. The easy-tofollow presentation style and proven problemscenario approach clearly show how to apply
statistical methods in practical business situations.
This brief introduction to business statistics provides
both a conceptual understanding of statistics and realworld applications of statistical methodology.

Contemporary Business Statistics
Develop a strong conceptual understanding of the
role that quantitative methods play in today's
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decision-making process. Written for the nonmathematician, this applications-oriented text
introduces today's many quantitative methods, how
they work, and how decision makers can most
effectively apply and interpret data. A strong
managerial orientation motivates while actual
examples illustrate situations where quantitative
methods make a difference in decision making. A
strong Problem-Scenario Approach helps you
understand and apply mathematical concepts.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Essentials of Modern Business Statistics
Simply put, the revised, eleventh edition of
STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS is
powerful. The authors bring more than twenty-five
years of unmatched experience to this text, along
with sound statistical methodology, a proven problemscenario approach, and meaningful applications that
clearly demonstrate how statistical information
informs decisions in the business world. Thoroughly
updated, the text’s more than 350 real business
examples, cases, and memorable exercises present
the latest statistical data and business information
with unwavering accuracy. And, to give you the most
relevant text you can get for your course, you select
the topics you want, including coverage of popular
commercial statistical software programs like Minitab
16 and Excel 2010, along with StatTools and other
leading Excel 2010 statistical add-ins. These optional
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chapter appendices, coordinating data sets (on CD
and online), and support materials like the
CengageNOW online course management system,
make STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
the most customizable, efficient, and powerful
approach to teaching business statistics available
today. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

Essentials of Statistics for Business and
Economics
From the renowned author team that has been writing
market-leading business statistics textbooks for more
than 20 years, ESSENTIALS OF CONTEMPORARY
BUSINESS STATISTICS, 5E, International Edition
provides a brief introduction to business statistics.
The text balances a conceptual understanding of
statistics with the real-world application of statistical
methodology using problem-scenarios and real-world
examples. Microsoft Excel® 2010 is integrated
throughout the text, showing step-by-step instructions
and screen captures to enhance learning.

Essentials of Modern Business Statistics
with Microsoft Excel
Discover an accessible introduction to business
statistics as ESSENTIALS OF MODERN BUSINESS
STATISTICS, 7E balances a conceptual understanding
of statistics with real-world applications of statistical
methodology. The book integrates Microsoft Excel
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2016, providing step-by-step instructions and screen
captures to help readers master the latest Excel tools.
Extremely reader-friendly, this edition includes
numerous tools to maximize the user's success,
including Self-Test Exercises, margin annotations,
insightful Notes and Comments, and real-world
Methods and Applications exercises. Eleven new Case
Problems, as well as new Statistics in Practice
applications and real data examples and exercises,
give readers opportunities to put concepts into
practice. Readers find everything needed to acquire
key Excel 2016 skills and gain a strong understanding
of business statistics. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Essentials of Modern Business Statistics
with Microsoft Office Excel (Book Only)
Discover how statistical information impacts decisions
in today's business world as Anderson/Sweeney/Willia
ms/Camm/Cochran/Fry/Ohlmann's leading STATISTICS
FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 14th Edition, Metric
Edition, connects concepts in each chapter to realworld practice. This edition delivers sound statistical
methodology, a proven problem-scenario approach
and meaningful applications that reflect the latest
developments in business and statistics today. More
than 350 new and proven real business examples, a
wealth of practical cases and meaningful hands-on
exercises highlight statistics in action. You gain
practice using leading professional statistical software
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with exercises and appendices that walk you through
using JMP® Student Edition 14 and Excel® 2016.
WebAssign's online course management systems
further strengthens this business statistics approach
and helps you maximize your course success.

Quantitative Methods for Business
Discover how statistical information impacts decisions
in today’s business world as Anderson/Sweeney/Willia
ms/Camm/Cochran/Fry/Ohlmann's leading
ESSENTIALS OF STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS, 9E connects concepts from each chapter
to real-world practice. This edition delivers sound
statistical methodology, a proven problem-scenario
approach and meaningful applications that present
the latest statistical data and business information
with unwavering accuracy. More than 350 new and
proven real business examples, a wealth of practical
cases and meaningful hands-on exercises highlight
statistics in action. You gain practice as exercises and
appendices that walk you through using the leading
professional statistical software JMP Student Edition
14 and Excel 2016. Trust STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS
AND ECONOMICS, 14E as your efficient, powerful
solution for mastering business statistics today.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Modern Business Statistics with
Microsoft® Office Excel®
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Provide your students with a strong conceptual
understanding of the critical role that quantitative
methods play in today's decision-making process with
the well-respected QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR
BUSINESS, 12E by award-winning authors Anderson/S
weeney/Williams/Camm/Cochran/Fry/Ohlmann.
Written with the non-mathematician in mind, this
applications-oriented text clearly introduces today's
many quantitative methods, how they work, and how
savvy decision makers can most effectively apply and
interpret data. A strong managerial orientation
motivates learning by weaving pertinent, actual
examples throughout that illustrate key situations
where quantitative methods make a difference in
decision making. QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR
BUSINESS, 12E provides everything your students
need for success from the authors hallmark ProblemScenario Approach that helps readers understand and
apply mathematical concepts and techniques. Instant
online access provides students with Excel
worksheets, TreePlan, Crystal Ball, Premium Solver for
Excel, and LINGO. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Essentials of Modern Business Statistics
with Microsoft Excel
Statistics for Business and Economics
The Study Guide provides the student with significant
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supplementary study materials. For each chapter, it
contains key concepts, review materials, example
problems worked out in full detail, exercises with
answers, and self-test questions with answers.

Modern Business Statistics With
Microsoft Excel
MODERN BUSINESS STATISTICS, 5E allows students to
gain a strong conceptual understanding of statistics
with a balance of real-world applications and a focus
on the integrated strengths of Microsoft Excel 2013.
To ensure student understanding, this best-selling,
comprehensive text carefully discusses and clearly
develops each statistical technique in a solid
application setting.Microsoft Excel 2013 instruction,
which is integrated in each chapter, plays an integral
part in strengthening this edition's applications
orientation. Immediately after each easy-to-follow
presentation of a statistical procedure, a subsection
discusses how to use Excel to perform the procedure.
This integrated approach emphasizes the applications
of Excel while focusing on the statistical methodology.
Step-by-step instructions and screen captures further
clarify student learning.A wealth of timely business
examples, proven methods, and additional exercises
throughout this edition demonstrate how statistical
results provide insights into business decisions and
present solutions to contemporary business problems.
High-quality problems noted for their unwavering
accuracy and the authors' signature problem-scenario
approach clearly show how to apply statistical
methods to practical business situations. New case
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problems and self-tests allow students to challenge
their personal understanding. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Quantitative Methods for Business (Book
Only)
Drawing from the authors’ unmatched experience as
professors and consultants, STATISTICS FOR
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 13E delivers sound
statistical methodology, a proven problem-scenario
approach, and meaningful applications that clearly
demonstrate how statistical information informs
decisions in actual business practice. Completely up
to date, more than 350 real business examples, 33
cases, and hands-on exercises present the latest
statistical data and business information with
unwavering accuracy. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Statistics for Business and Economics
Statistics for Business and Economics,
Revised
Modern Business Statistics with
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Microsoft Excel
Fundamentals of Business Statistics
Gain a strong conceptual understanding of statistics
as MODERN BUSINESS STATISTICS, 6E balances realworld applications with an integrated focus on
Microsoft Excel 2016. This best-selling,
comprehensive book clearly develops each statistical
technique in an application setting. The integrated
approach focuses on statistical methodology with an
easy-to-follow presentation of a statistical procedure
followed by a discussion of how to use Excel to
perform the procedure. Step-by-step instructions and
screen ensure understanding. Business examples,
proven methods, and application exercises
demonstrate how statistical results provide insights
into business decisions and help resolve business
problems. A problem-scenario approach emphasizes
how to apply statistical methods to practical business
situations. New case problems and self-tests let you
check personal understanding and help you master
both Excel 2016 skills and an understanding of
business statistics. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Essentials of Statistics for Business and
Economics
From the renowned author team that has been writing
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market-leading business statistics textbooks for more
than 20 years, ESSENTIALS OF MODERN BUSINESS
STATISTICS with Microsoft Office Excel, Fourth Edition,
provides a brief introduction to business statistics that
balances a conceptual understanding of statistics with
the real-world application of statistical methodology.
The latest version of Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Excel
2007, is integrated throughout the text, showing stepby-step instructions and screen captures to enhance
student learning. The fourth edition contains the
same student learning features that have made ASW
products best-sellers for years, including the problemscenario approach and real-world examples that
introduce statistical techniques. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Study Guide [for] Essentials of Modern
Business Statistics with Microsoft Excel,
Second Edition, [by] David R. Anderson,
Dennis J. Sweeney, Thomas A. Williams
The authors bring more than twenty-five years of
unmatched experience to this text, along with sound
statistical methodology, a proven problem-scenario
approach, and meaningful applications that clearly
demonstrate how statistical information informs
decisions in the business world. Thoroughly updated,
the text’s more than 350 real business examples,
cases, and memorable exercises present the latest
statistical data and business information with
unwavering accuracy. And, to give you the most
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relevant text you can get for your course, you select
the topics you want, including coverage of popular
commercial statistical software programs like Minitab
16 and Excel 2010, along with StatTools and other
leading Excel 2010 statistical add-ins. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Essentials of Contemporary Business
Statistics
Gain a strong conceptual understanding of statistics
with the third edition of MODERN BUSINESS
STATISTICS’s balance of real-world applications and
focus on the integrated strengths of Microsoft Excel
2007. To ensure your understanding, this best-selling,
comprehensive text carefully discusses and clearly
develops each statistical technique in a solid
application setting. Immediately after each easy-tofollow presentation of a statistical procedure, a
subsection discusses how to use Excel to perform the
procedure. This integrated approach emphasizes the
applications of Excel while maintaining a focus on the
statistical methodology. Step-by-step instructions and
screen captures further clarify the presentation to
ensure your understanding. A wealth of timely
business examples, proven methods, and application
exercises clearly demonstrate how statistical results
provide insights into business decisions and present
solutions to contemporary business problems. The
book’s class-tested problem-scenario approach
emphasizes how you can apply statistical methods to
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today’s practical business situations. New case
problems and self-tests throughout this edition allow
you to check your personal understanding. Additional
learning resources, including CengageNOWTM for
online homework assistance and a complete support
Website, provide everything you need for the Excel
2007 skills and understanding of business statistics
that is simply EXCELlent! Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Essentials of Statistics for Business and
Economics, Revised
This market-leading text from well-respected authors
Anderson/Sweeney/Williams introduces sound
statistical methodology within a strong applications
setting. A wealth of real business examples, proven
methods, and application exercises within STATISTICS
FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 11e, International
Edition clearly demonstrate how statistical results
provide insights into business decisions and present
solutions to contemporary business problems.
Comprehensive coverage, trusted for its accuracy,
allows you to select the topics best for your course,
including coverage of the latest statistical and
business software to manage statistical information.
This edition's accessible approach is strengthened
with the innovative new CengageNOW integrated
online course management and learning system that
saves you time while using personalized study plans
to ensure student understanding.
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Modern Business Statistics
Steven C. Huchendorf, University of Minnesota.
Contains detailed solutions to all even-numbered
exercises.

Statistics for Business & Economics
Statistics for Business and Economics provides a clear
overview for students across Europe, the Middle East
and Africa. This textbook provides students with
regional and relevant examples and case studies
throughout to give context to the ideas discussed.
Statistics for Business and Economics features
method and application-based problem sets
throughout. Accompanying data files are available on
the online platform, available in SPSS, MINITAB and
EXCEL formats. Data sets for all case problems as well
as data sets for larger exercises are included.

Sm Essentials of Statistics for Business
and Economics
MindTap? from Cengage Learning represents a new
approach to a highly personalized, online learning
platform. A fully online learning solution, MindTap?
combines all of a students learning tools - readings,
multimedia, activities and assessments into a singular
Learning Path that guides the student through the
curriculum. Instructors personalize the experience by
customizing the presentation of these learning tools
to their students; even seamlessly introducing their
own content into the Learning Path via "apps" that
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integrate into the MindTap? platform. Additionally,
MindTap? provides interoperability with major
Learning Management Systems (LMS) via support for
open industry standards and fosters partnerships with
3rd party educational application providers to provide
a highly collaborative, engaging and personalized
learning experience. Learn more at
www.cengage.com/MindTap?. Learn more at
www.cengage.com/MindTap?. Built with the entire
student workflow and course needs in mind, MindTap?
for Essentials of Statistics for Business and
Economics, 7th Edition helps your students learn to
make informed, data-driven decisions. MindTap? lays
out assets in a unique learning path thoughtfully
designed to address each point in the learning
process ? engaging students in course concepts with
videos that highlight their relevance, providing
meaningful animated examples and practice
opportunities, and teaching them to go further and
interpret data to make informed business decisions
with decision simulations. MindTap? ultimately gives
students a roadmap to successfully master decision
making in business statistics ? allowing you to assess
their analytical skills with confidence.

Statistics for Business and Economics
Statistics for Business and Economics
The authors bring more than twenty-five years of
unmatched experience to this text, along with sound
statistical methodology, a proven problem-scenario
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approach, and meaningful applications that clearly
demonstrate how statistical information informs
decisions in the business world. Thoroughly updated,
the text's more than 350 real business examples,
cases, and memorable exercises present the latest
statistical data and business information with
unwavering accuracy. And, to give you the most
relevant text you can get for your course, you select
the topics you want, including coverage of popular
commercial statistical software programs like Minitab
16 and Excel 2013, along with StatTools and other
leading Excel 2013 statistical add-ins. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Custom Modern Business Statistics
LAMAR
ESSENTIALS OF MODERN BUSINESS STATISTICS, 6TH
EDITION provides an introduction to business
statistics that blends a conceptual understanding of
statistics with the real-world application of statistical
methodology. Leading the business statistics market
for two decades, this author team is renowned for
their high-quality problems, unwavering accuracy,
and signature problem-scenario approach that clearly
illustrates how to apply statistical methods in
practical business situations. The Sixth Edition is
packed with all-new Case Problems, Statistics in
Practice applications, and real data examples and
exercises. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
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product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Modern Business Statistics
STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS Revised
12e brings together more than twenty-five years of
author experience, sound statistical methodology, a
proven problem-scenario approach, and meaningful
applications to demonstrate how statistical
information informs decisions in the business world.
Discover how the most trusted approach to statistics
today is Simply Powerful with the latest marketleading text from respected authors
Anderson/Sweeney/Williams/Camm/Cochran.
STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS Revised
12e introduces sound statistical methodology within a
strong applications setting. The authors clearly
demonstrate how statistical results provide insights
into business decisions and present solutions to
contemporary business problems. New cases and
more than 350 real business examples and
memorable exercises, 150 of which are new in this
edition, present the latest statistical data and
business information. With this book's comprehensive
coverage and unwavering accuracy, you select the
topics best for your course, including thorough
coverage of the latest versions of MiniTab 16 and
Excel 2013, along with StatTools and other leading
Excel 2013 statistical add-ins within chapter
appendices. Author-written support materials and
CengageNOW online course management system
provides time-saving, complete support to ensure
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student understanding. Choose
Anderson/Sweeney/Williams' STATISTICS FOR
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS Revised 12e for the
Simply Powerful statistical solution you need for your
course. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections
http: //gocengage.com/infotrac.

Solutions Manual for Anderson/Sweeney/
Williams/Camm/Cochran's Essentials of
Statistics for Business and Economics
Trust the market-leading ESSENTIALS OF STATISTICS
FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 7th Edition to give
you a foundation in statistics and an edge in today's
competitive business world. The author's signature
problem-scenario approach and reader-friendly
writing style combine with proven methodologies,
hands-on exercises, and real-world examples to take
you deep into realistic business problems and help
you solve them from an intelligent, quantitative
perspective. Streamlined to focus on core topics, this
new edition has been updated with new case
problems, applications, and self-test exercises to help
you master key formulas and apply the statistical
methods you learn. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Modern Business Statistics
Discover how the most trusted approach to statistics
today is Simply Powerful. The latest market-leading
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text from respected authors
Anderson/Sweeney/Williams, STATISTICS FOR
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 11e, introduces sound
statistical methodology within a strong applications
setting like no other text. The authors clearly
demonstrate how statistical results provide insights
into business decisions and present solutions to
contemporary business problems. New cases and
more than 350 real business examples and
memorable exercises, 150 of which are new in this
edition, present the latest statistical data and
business information. With this book’s comprehensive
coverage and unwavering accuracy, you select the
topics best for your course, including thorough
coverage of the latest statistical and business
software. Up-to-date coverage of MiniTab 15 and
Excel 2007, along with StatTools and other leading
Excel 2007 statistical add-ins within chapter
appendices, provides ultimate flexibility with
corresponding time-saving data sets on CD and
online. Author-written support materials and
CengageNOW online course management system
offer time-saving, complete support to help you
ensure student understanding. With its proven
effective problem-scenario approach, flexibility and
trusted accuracy, Anderson/Sweeney/Williams’
STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 11e is
the Simply Powerful solution for your course. The
Student Essential Site PAC (Printed Access Card) that
comes with the new book includes: Case Files,
Example Files, Problem Files, Tutorials, Solvertable,
Palisade DecisionTools (StatTools), Excel Tutorial.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
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available in the ebook version.

Statistics for Business and Economics,
Metric Edition
An introductory stats textbook that emphasizes
statistical concepts and applications. It shows how to
apply statistical methods in practical business
situations. It shows how stats contribute to improving
the quality of products and services. It also includes
instruction for data analysis based on Microsoft Excel
and MINITAB.

Statistics for Business & Economics,
Revised
The solutions manual prepared by the ASW author
team includes solutions for all problems in the text.

MindTap? Business Statistics Printed
Access Card for Anderson/Sweeney/Willia
ms/Camm/Cochran's Essentials of
Statistics for Business and Economics,
7th
ESSENTIALS OF STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS, Revised, 6th Edition introduces sound
statistical methodology to students with real-world
examples, proven approaches, and hands-on
exercises that build the foundation they need to
analyze and solve business problems quantitatively.
Complete with the author’s signature problemPage 23/26
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scenario approach and reader-friendly writing style,
ESSENTIALS OF STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS has been streamlined to focus on core
topics, and updated with new case problems,
applications, and self-test exercises to help student’s
master key formulas and apply statistical methods to
realistic business scenarios. The Student Essential
Site PAC (Printed Access Card) that comes with the
new book includes: Case Files, Example Files, Problem
Files, Tutorials, Solvertable, Palisade DecisionTools
(StatTools), Excel Tutorial. Optional, comprehensive
support for the text includes CengageNow, the
integrated online student learning and course
management system that helps students and
instructors make the most out of the course. Also
available are the optional chapter appendices, which
deliver in-depth coverage of a popular statistical
software program, and can be integrated with the
text. Choose from Excel 2010, Minitab 16,
PrecisionTree 2010, and StatTools 2010. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Essentials of Statistics for Business and
Economics
Trust the market-leading ESSENTIALS OF STATISTICS
FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 8E to introduce
sound statistical methodology using real-world
examples, proven approaches, and hands-on
exercises that build the foundation readers need to
analyze and solve business problems quantitatively.
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This edition gives readers the foundation in statistics
needed for an edge in today's competitive business
world. The authors’ signature problem-scenario
approach and reader-friendly writing style combines
with proven methodologies, hands-on exercises, and
real examples to take readers deep into today’s
actual business problems. Readers learn how to solve
problems from an intelligent, quantitative
perspective. Streamlined to focus on core topics, this
new edition provides the latest updates with new case
problems, applications, and self-test exercises to help
readers master key formulas and apply statistical
methods as they learn them. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Essentials of Modern Business Statistics
with Microsoft Excel
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